
Accountant Lead Tracker & Quote

Set your own services and prices

Set ranges for bookkeeping transactions and turnover

Create a client quote along with the client

Track the success of all the quotes

An excel based solution, which is macro free, to enable you to keep on top of your quotes, 

costing, and conversion rate as an accountant. If this sounds like what you need, take a 

look at the details below.

Easily transfer a new client quote to the database

Scroll down to 

see more 

about this 

product

Get alerts to follow up with clients who have not replied

And so much more...

See a dashboard showing an overview of all quotes

See which of your services are more popular

Easily create a quote from the existing database

Easily update prices, or even update old quotes

https://spreadsheetsolutions.biz/project/accountant-lead-tracker-quote/?brochure


Firstly, you can set up ranges and prices for your bookkeeping service, as well as the year end 

accounts. In fact, you can customise the services that you provide, and price them all, so that you 

can have the correct prices assigned as you enter the client data and their requirements. These 

prices can be updated at any time, and they do not affect quotes already done. If you wish to 

update a quote (if the prices have changed), you can do so by re-selecting the prices that will be 

highlighted (as they have changed). This allows you to customise the prices as you require them 

to be.

You can enter the information for a quote directly into the database (shown below), but 

sometimes you may have the client involved in the quoting process. No problem, as there is a 

tab where you can enter the details for one client, while on a virtual call with them. Once all this 

information is added, it will show that the quote is ready to view.

Each cell changes colour (red if the data is invalid, blue if it is blank and optional, yellow if blank 

and compulsory, and green if completed and valid). It also shows how far you are from 

completing the input. Once you've inputted the data and selected the services that the client 

requires, the quote will be ready.



Each set of details can be added directly to the database above, or it can be pasted from the 

individual quote tab once complete. This then tracks each quote as far as when it was sent, the 

outcome (accepted, declined, or stale) and when last each one was followed up. You can 

generate a quote from any of the existing entries.

It stores the client's data, what services they have requested, and the prices at the time of the 

quote. These entries can be archived onto other tabs, depending on their outcome.

The generated quote is then available on another tab, and it can be saved as a one-page, portrait 

PDF. You can edit the intro text and footer text to suite your needs, and you can add your logo.

The quote gives a breakdown of the price for the initial period (start of services to next year end) 

as well as the price for a usual 12 month period. Not only that, but it gives the price per month 

for each period, so the client can see exactly what they would need to pay.



Lastly, there is a bonus tab which analyses the services quoted, and tells you how popular each 

one is. You can see how often you quote for each service, and also what percentages of quotes 

include each service, based on their success.

Very useful to see what services seem to be more popular with your clients.

The spreadsheet then uses all the entered data, and creates an automated dashboard.

It shows any issues with missing or incorrect data. It gives you a financial breakdown of all the 

prices (for a usual 12 months) based on their status. It also gives a monthly breakdown, so you 

can see which months have been successful for enquiries.

You can set this dashboard to any 12 month period, provided you have the data.
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So there you have it, an overview of this unique product. We can't show you everything in this 

brochure, so please use the link below to the demo video, should you wish to see exactly how 

this product works.

All the other links you may need for more information, or to purchase this product, are below.

In order to purchase this 

product, download a free 

trial, or watch the demo 

video, please click the 

image to the left.

This product is created by:

This product is sold from the UK, and will be invoiced as GBP. The 

fee is a once off fee, and there is no monthly charge. There will be 

an entirely optional annual charge, should you want to receive 

future upgrades.
£300

https://spreadsheetsolutions.biz/project/accountant-lead-tracker-quote/?brochure
https://spreadsheetsolutions.biz/?accountantleadtrackerandquote
https://spreadsheetsolutions.biz/terms-conditions/?accountantleadtrackerandquote

